We are a local dealer near you...

...no matter where you are!

Weather
Proof
Tested
by

YOUR FACTORY DIRECT SOURCE
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About Us
At Carports.com Inc, we have grown through the years by helping our customers. Not just selling them
any old product so we can make a sale. It is important to our owners that each of our sales persons get
to know what your project is, what you need and that every single customer is the most satisfied customer.
By doing this, we have been able to grow our companies and service over 33,000 customers a year. We
are doing something right, give us a try and we will prove it to you too.
Carports.com was created to simplify shopping for your choice of barns, horse barns, metal barns, barns,
sheds, outdoor storage, sheds storage, garden sheds, storage structures, garden sheds, outdoor barns,
tool sheds, outdoor sheds and other related outdoor structures.
Our family of related websites include many nationally well known and visited destinations such as,
Carports.com, Barns.com, and ShopByPicture.com, that provide a wealth of information, pictures and
user-friendly online builders so that customers may get estimates 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. We are
dedicated to providing you with the best products and service in the metal structure industry.
Carports.com and it’s network of online stores are
owned and operated by Carports.com, Inc., a sister
company of T-N-T Carports, Inc. T-N-T Carports, Inc.
is headquartered and main manufacturing facility
is located in Mount Airy, North Carolina. T-N-T has
grown from a small family business to a full staff of
over a 150 employees.

T-N-T Carports, Inc. was built and has grown due to its integrity, honesty, customer service and product
diversification and stability.

T-N-T Carports, Inc. has grown to be one of the largest outdoor structure

manufacturing and retail companies in the United States with representatives in 48 states.
Why Carports.com?
We cover more than 150,000,000 square feet (every year) with barns, horse barns, sheds, outdoor
storage, built on site barns and other commercial barn buildings. We have any option you’re looking for,
along with the name and brand you can trust. When you order a product that will last for years, you want
a company that will be there for you, support the product you buy and stand behind it. You can count on
Carports.com and our friendly staff to provide A+ service.

Find us on Facebook at
facebook.com/carportscom
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Weather Blocker Enclosed Sides
Fits Any Brand Carport!
Comes with two full length enclosed sides for enclosing the sides of
your carport!

Ideal product to complete your new carport look.

Hides metal legs from view, blocks 80% of sun, wind, rain and snow from drifting between your vehicle
and the carport legs.

			

Prevents debris from blowing against your vehicle in bad weather.

Weather Blocker Enclosed Sides comes FREE with the purchase of any Carports.com structure
purchase! Just pay for shipping and handling. Only available by calling from our phone directory or toll
free 888-822-7767. Call for offer details.
One Side Only option is great if you want to enclose the back of your carport or order extra material.
Measure by the length of your carport structure. If you do not have the exact length, select the next
size in length. Sides can be adjusted when installed. The height is always 6’ tall. If you need a higher
height, you can order additional sides and adjust accordingly when installed.
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Horse Barns
Finding a quality built and long lasting horse barn is a very important decision for any
horse owner. Carports.com will custom build your engineered barn structure to fit your needs. Give us a call toll
free 888-822-7767 to get a written quote guarantee.
Horse Barn Sizes Available:
Widths: 12’ up to 80’ Wide.
Lengths: 21’ up to 500’ Long.
Check out our Virtual Tours on www.Carports.com and see detailed tours.
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Run Ins
Run-In Sheds or Loafing Sheds can make a really great shade area for your animals or also provide a
great method for storage of equipment and many other uses. Providing protection from the elements
outdoors based on your needs. Call our offices and give us your required measurements. Carports.com
operates in every state, look up your local number on the contact directory on the back cover.
Run In Sizes Available:
Widths: 12’ up to 80’ Wide.
Lengths: 21’ up to 500’ Long.
Up to 20’ Side-Leg Height in most areas.
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Metal Garages
We offer many types of garages to fit your storage needs, your budget and create your perfect garage
structure. We have many optional features including 12 colors and in most cases, free delivery and
installation in as little as a week or two.
Building Sizes Available:
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Award

All of our customers get our

Widths: 8’ up to 80’ Wide.

Winning

free HeatAbsorber technology!

Lengths: 8’ up to 500’ Long.

Service!

(see page 3)
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Commercial Buildings
We design, deliver and install large commercial steel buildings that require custom engineering, snow/wind
ratings, etc... in 48 states across the United States. Give one of our specialists a call toll free at 888-822-7767
or look-up your local number on the back cover.
All of our buildings come with an option of either 14 gauge or 12 gauge galvanized steel tubing to prevent rust
and disable possible corrosion that will happen with most red-iron structures.
- Engineered drawings available upon request for small additional fee.
- Able to Meet Custom Wind Ratings and Snow Load Requirements.
- Delivery and Install averages within 1-4 weeks in most states after ordering.
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Custom Engineered
Custom engineered structures are often the product of choice by our customers. If you need a custom size
structure, we are happy to design a structure to fit your desires and technical requirements. Here are
some examples of previous custom projects. No size is too small or too large for Carports.com.
Our name may be Carports.com, but we do far more than just barns.
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Give us a call with
your custom project…
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Mini Barns
A miniature barn for your backyard is the perfect storage solution and easy way to make more room in your
home or business. We have many styles and options for mini backyard barns and sheds.
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Toll-Free 888-822-7767
Nationwide Service
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Frequently Asked Questions
Your website is Carports.com, do you only offer

options is included, except tax if applicable. Add-on options

“Carports”?

include items such as windows, walk-in doors, garage doors,

The simple answer is no, we offer much more than a

custom frame-out openings, and etc. Most companies will

“barn” like structure. Carports.com is the factory direct

give you a “drop off” price (we can do also) but it only saves

source for almost any type of engineered outdoor structure

you about 5%. Our trained installers deliver and setup metal

built of high quality, galvanized steel. We service the

structures every day and are less likely to make a mistake

United States offering long-lasting steel products that

as someone would if they were installing it themselves. If

will last decades. Building sizes range from 12 feet

our installers make a mistake, we cover it! If you install it

wide to 80 feet wide, and from 12 feet long to 500 feet

and make a mistake, it’s your fault!

long or more. Whether you are looking for a custom

Can I have walk-in doors, garage doors or custom

metal garage, an engineered steel building, a horse barn

openings?

structure or a simple loafing shed - we will be glad to give

Yes, Yes, and Yes... All walk-in doors, garage doors,

you a written price guarantee. Our corporate offices are

windows, custom framed out openings, and other add-on

located inside the galvanized steel tubing factory, and

options can be added and usually located exactly where you

we’re more than glad to pass along the savings to you by

want them on your custom order as long as there is room

ordering factory direct from us.

within the size (width or length) of building you are getting a

Is there any type of warranty?

quote on.

Yes, each manufacturer offers a standard structural

Is there a different price for different roof styles?

integrity warranty. Because we offer several different

Yes. All of our brands offer three different roof styles.

brands and collections of barn products, we suggest you to

Regular Style Roof, A-Frame Style Roof, and A-Frame

call us to discuss your specific warranty questions. All of

Vertical Style Roofing. See page ___ for our roof styles.

Carports.com Certified Structures come with an exceptional

How long will the sheet metal and steel tubing last?

warranty you can’t get anywhere else! We stand behind

Sheet metal paint will last a good twenty to thirty years

our products, which has caused our company to become

before it starts to fade. It is extremely durable and is rust

the leading retailer for steel structures in the USA.

resistant! Our galvanized steel tubing is rust resistant

How long does it take to get my order?

and certified to last for decades. Unlike wood, galvanized

Typically our scheduling offices are able to get your

steel tubing requires NO maintenance. Never worry about

structure installed within 1 to 4 weeks of your order date,

staining, mildew, or curing (warping when the wood dries

sometimes quicker, sometimes longer. It varies due to

out). Sheet metal and steel tubing is also resistant to rot,

weather conditions in your local area.

bug/termite resistant, etc...

Are there any hidden costs, like delivery?
There are no hidden costs in delivery or pricing. Our
structures include delivery and installation when you get
your written quote guarantee. Everything except add-on

[10]
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Frequently Asked Questions
What type of maintenance will I have to do?

Can I save money by ordering from a local builder or

The good news is the products you order from Carports.

Carports.com?

com will be fine for decades without doing anything. Enjoy

It is easy for us to say you will save more money by

the benefits of an affordable engineered steel structure!

ordering from Carports.com, but honestly Carports.com

Do I have to worry about getting a building permit?

is the factory direct retail store. Our corporate offices are

Carports.com does not obtain a building permit for

located inside the galvanized steel tubing factory. Why

customers. It is up to our customers to order a building

involve a middle man when you can order factory direct

permit (only if necessary or required by your local

through Carports.com.

building codes). All of our certified structures come with

Can I add on to my structure later?

engineered drawings guaranteed to pass for your county/

Yes! In fact, we often take add-on orders to customer’s

city building codes or you get a full refund for your building

structures. Our structures are engineered with your needs

(except the down payment which is non-refundable when

in mind. Most likely, even if you order a larger size than you

you place your order. To play it safe, call your local

think you will need, years down the road you may outgrow

permitting office to find out if it is required to get a building

it. You don’t have to worry about selling your building or

permit for the size structure you are building.

finding someone who can carefully match up the same

Is the floor included?   

colors and same engineering style... Give us a call a year

Some of our “mini” backyard barns/sheds include a wood

down the road and we’ll be happy to come back to add-on

floor though. Most of our structures do not because each

to your structure.

customer has different plans for floors. Some customers

Is insulation available for my structure?

want concrete, some want a wood floor, and some want

Yes! We offer insulation with every structure as an add-on

gravel or just ground. Some of our small storage buildings

option.

do have the option for a wood floor, call and ask.

Do you offer barn stalls?

Will I have to level the ground when the structure is

No... We do not offer a standard barn stall but upon

installed?

request we can do a custom metal frame out in the

Yes, our delivery and installation crews will not level

structure and make multiple custom size framed-out

the ground for your structure. Because delivery and

openings on any side of your structure. We specialize in

installation is already included, we do not bring out

engineering the structure and building a quality building for

equipment to do grading or leveling of your land. If your

our customers. The finishing touches such as a door for

land is not completely level, it may be okay.

your horse or other livestock can be installed easily after
we install your structure. If you looking for a standard
12x12 stall, don’t sweat it... You can find many options
for add-on stalls online and can often get ideas from
our certified steel structure specialist at our factory (Toll
free 888-822-7767).
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Shop by Picture
Shop By Picture – Call Toll free 888-822-7767 with your picture number
for a guaranteed price quote!
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Shop by Picture
Shop By Picture – Call Toll free 888-822-7767 with your picture number
for a guaranteed price quote!
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Shop by Picture
Shop By Picture – Call Toll free 888-822-7767 with your picture number
for a guaranteed price quote!
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Shop by Picture
Shop By Picture – Call Toll free 888-822-7767 with your picture number
for a guaranteed price quote!
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Shop by Picture
Shop By Picture – Call Toll free 888-822-7767 with your picture number
for a guaranteed price quote!
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Shop by Picture
Shop By Picture – Call Toll free 888-822-7767 with your picture number
for a guaranteed price quote!
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Virtual Tours
Why bother getting out in the weather when you can view them online in our virtual display lot! Visit
our virtual barn display lot packed full of all sorts of steel buildings and metal barns. Check out any of
these Virtual Tours and Videos on our website at www.Carports.com
T02

Virtual Tour #2
Metal Shed

T03

T04

Virtual Tour #3
Backyard Barn

T08

T05

Virtual Tour #4
Virtual Tour #5
Metal Horse Barn Loafing/Car Shed

T06

Virtual Tour #6
Metal Garage

T07

Virtual Tour #7
Steel Shed
T09

T01

Virtual Tour #8
Metal Garage
Building

Virtual Tour #9
Metal Storage
Barn

T10

T11

Virtual Tour #10
Steel Garage
Building

Virtual Tour #11
Mini Metal Barn
Virtual Tour #1 - Metal Building

T12

T13

T14

T15

T16

T17

Virtual Tour #12
Large Loafing
Shed

Virtual Tour #13
Backyard Metal
Shed

Virtual Tour #14
Steel Garage
Building

Virtual Tour #15
Metal Double
Garage

Virtual Tour #16
Metal Garage
Lean-To

Virtual Tour #17
Loafing
Shed-Storage

T18

T19

Virtual Tour #18
Metal Double
Garage

Virtual Tour #19
Metal Loafing
Barn
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Roof Styles
Although, it may seem like we have many different roof options, all of our products are based off three
different roof styles. Our more affordable roofing style is our Regular Style because it uses less metal
and is less labor intensive to install.

191

Regular Style Roofing
Sheet metal runs from the front of the structure, to
the rear. The roof has a rounded appearance.
Water runoff is on the front and rear of the structure.

192

A-Frame Style Roofing
Sheet metal runs from the front of the structure, to
the rear. The roof has a “A” shape appearance.
Water runoff is on the front and rear of the structure.

193

A-Frame Vertical Style Roofing
Sheet metal runs from the front of the structure, to
the rear. The roof has a “A” shape appearance.
Water runoff is on the sides of the structure.
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Doors, Windows & Anchors
Our metal barn and building structures allow customers to place garage doors, walk-in doors, windows and
custom-size frame-outs in almost any place. Each having custom installed trim (your color choice) for no
additional charge. Garage door sizes vary depending on area. We also design custom frame-out openings so
you can install the door yourself if desired.

Mobile Home Anchors
Concrete Anchors
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Color Choices
Carports.com offers 13 colors for you to choose from. Choose up to three: Roofing, Sides/Ends, & Trim.

Barn Red

Evergreen

Brown

Clay

Burgundy

Pewter Gray

Rawhide

Pebble Beige

Black

Quaker Gray

White

Slate Blue
*Actual colors may vary slightly from
printed representation.

Sandstone

Tubing & Engineering
Carports.com manufacturers it’s steel tubing in the United States. All of
the steel tubing is galvanized to prevent rust and any corrosion like most
red-iron structures will be subject to if not properly maintenance. Our steel
structures are maintenance free due to the galvanization process which
adds several layers of protection to the steel. Every detail is closely
examined to make sure our products are built to last through decades of
harsh outdoor conditions.
Engineering is an important feature that customers often take for granted in
our day to day activities. Our certified structures are examined and tested by
licensed engineers to ensure each product holds up to local code regulations.

Our products were even tested by the Weather Channel® in 2010 and passed
every test! One of our structures were subjected to a simulated hail storm,
multiple loads of frozen solid grape fruit dropped from a 7-story building at
Universal Studios, and 15 bowling balls! We are extremely proud to stand
behind all of our structures, even though Mother Nature can be really harsh
throughout the years.
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Delivery & Installation
You may place your order with as little as 10% down. Delivery and installation average between 1–4 weeks after your
order is placed. This varies depending on your local region and also your local weather conditions. It is our goal to have
your structure installed as promptly as possible after your order is ready in our factory. After all, we do not get to collect
the remaining balance of your structure until you are completely satisfied with your delivery and installation.
We make it every priority to get your structure installed without
delay, for your satisfaction but also so we may get paid as well…
Our delivery and installation crews located throughout the United
States are well trained and install our structures everyday as
their career.
Delivery & Install:
	Average of 1 - 4
weeks after ordering.

221

222

Our installation crews are equipped to install free span structures up to 80 feet wide.
223
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Testmonials
Thanks for the email. The installation was completed

The Group doing the install were VERY fast. The

to satisfaction and at the present time there has not

installation was great and there were no issues with

been any issues. It was nice doing business with your

the product.

company and will keep you in mind for any other future

- David

purchases that fall within your arena.
- United States Marine Corps,
Directorate of Emergency Services

My Barn was installed yesterday evening. The
delivery/installation crew was courteous, efficient, and
helpful. Thank you for the good service.

Thank you for the follow up, so few companies take

- Andre

the time or even care what happens to their products.
Yes indeed, the unit is set up and I am completely

Yes, our barn is for storage at our emergency vehicle

satisfied with it. The materials are first rate and

located at our Charleston plant site.

everything fit perfectly. As an engineer (retired) I

- Mike

appreciate the thoughtful design that went into it.
Again, thanks for your concern and keep up the good

Our barn structure has been installed and it is

work.

wonderful! Our teachers and students appreciate the
- T. Amlick

extra storage area.
- International School of Louisiana

I ordered on 1/14/08 and it was installed on
1/24/08. The guys were very efficient and
professional. Thanks for the quick service.
- Ron
Crisp County School System
We ordered 2 structures from you, 1 garage/shop,
and a car cover. Both have been installed and we are
very Happy to have both units. The Installers were
Great also ! Thank You !!
- Rick O.
Yes they installed it early and fast. I’m interested to
see about adding a shed to one side 26’ wide by the
full depth.
- Sent from my BlackBerry® wireless handheld
Thank you! I am very pleased with the barn. It was
installed about a month ago. Thank you for your time
to follow up with us.
- John
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To order by phone, contact us using our directory:
Office Hours: Monday - Friday, 8am to 7pm, Saturday 9am to 2pm, Eastern Time
Toll Free Numbers: 888-8-CARPORTS (888-822-7767) Fax Number: 866-855-8597
	State
Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana

Local Number
205-453-4266
480-626-5802
501-255-7369
323-924-5845
720-221-4707
860-553-6620
302-351-4907
954-333-8558
770-573-2522
208-475-3806
217-391-6783
219-390-4141
319-208-7727
913-538-5263
859-402-0302
225-612-8464
207-636-7939
240-575-5813
781-679-0659
313-281-0491
218-331-0150
601-213-5021
314-259-1916
406-205-4409

	State
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

Local Number
402-210-2024
702-989-5440
603-267-0538
201-465-2591
505-216-0789
347-293-0886
336-786-5229
701-402-2298
216-373-6825
216-373-6825
971-222-3489
610-938-2246
401-694-1240
803-233-4312
605-221-1762
901-347-0739
281-751-8798
801-443-4915
802-882-1912
804-915-7655
206-774-8608
304-250-7087
608-541-8384
800-416-7478

Find us on Facebook at
facebook.com/carportscom

	Sales Person:_________________________________ Extension: ___________
Email:_____________________________________________
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